
TECHNICAL DATASHEET : StucHardWaxOil 

DESCRIPTION: StucHardWaxOil is a "high solids", a component urethane modified alkyd oil with wax additive. StucHardWaxOil 

penetrates the stuc and gives an excellent matt protection against most household stains and moisture. After drying, verify the 2
nd

 

layer using a wet sponge if the stuc is waterproof and possibly repair it locally. With rough finish or deep pores apply an additional 

layer. SHWO has a darkening and yellowing effect on light colours and gives a little shine. SHWO can possibly be pigmented in 

order to eliminate this influence. On Stuc in the colour Ivory, SHWO can be pigmented with 5% Ivory, others colours add up to 1% 

Ivory to SHWO. (Always a perform a little test to assess final colour). 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: To stir or shake the packaging always before use, or slightly warm it up to make it fluid. Apply SHWO in 2 very 

thin, even layers with a lint-free sponge. Brush or roller is not suitable. Dust dry after 1 hour. Waiting time between 2 layers, 10 

hours. Use only in well ventilated areas. Wear gloves.  

 

SURFACE: The Stuc must be completely dry.  

 

SPECIFICATIONS: Product based on natural vegetable oils and waxes (among others linseed and soya oil, carnauba wax). Contains 

driers. This product complies with EU Regulation 2004/42/EG  max. VOC content < 500 g/L (Cat. i – SG 2010).  

 

CONSUMPTION: ca. 0,5 liter / 10 m² in 2 layers, depending on the absorbency of the Stuc .  

 

RECOMMENDED TOOLS: Cleaning material with white spirit 

 

Wash immediately in liquid product-soaked sponges or store in an airtight container (risk of spontaneous combustion).  

 

STORAGE: Keep unopened in a cool environment for 5 years.   

 

MAINTENANCE: Do not load the surface within the first 24 hours. To facilitate maintenance a thin layer StucSoap can be applied. 

Dry cleaning or mopping with StucSoap.  If after some time due to moisture dark spots occur, apply another layer SHWO, possibly 

applying it locally. SHWO can be removed in case of heavier soiling with a solvent ( aceton, white spirit,… ) and subsequently 

reapplied.  

PRECAUTIONS: Inflammable liquid and mist. Can cause drowsiness or dizziness. Repeated exposure can cause dry or cracked 

skin. Avoid inhalation of mist/vapour. Only use outside or in a well ventilated space. Wear protective clothes/gloves/eye 

protection/face protection. IN CASE OF SKIN CONTACT (or hair contact): Immediately remove contaminated clothes. IN CASE 

OF INHALATION: Bring the affected person outside and let him rest in a stance that facilitates breathing. Contains: hydrocarbons, 

C9-C11, n-alkanes, isoalkanes, <2% cyclische, aromatics. Contains: 2-butanononoxime, cobalt soap. Can cause allergic reactions. 

NOTE: Stoopen & Meeûs guarantees the highest quality of its products, however it does not accept any liability for the improper 

application of its products. 
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